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Uncovering Women's Writings:
Two Early Italian Women Poets
by
Paola Malpezzi Price
Colorado State University

If ever there [were] a time which teaches that one
must know the history of women to understand
the history of literature, it is now. 1
The development of a feminist literary criticism in the last two decades
has encouraged scholars to reexamine women's writings from both recent
and remote periods. Many of the works coming under scrutiny have long
been accepted as standard literature, while other texts have only lately gained
their first appreciab le audience. As Elaine Showalter affirms, "One of the
most significant contributions [to the creation of a female literary tradition]
has been the unearthing and reinterpretation of 'lost' works by women
writers." 2 While such a recovery may prove relatively easy for works written
in the last two centuries, the task facing scholars for works from earlier
periods, and especially from the Middle: Ages, is more problematic. Scant
details on the lives of women writers of this period deter scholars from
proving unquestionably not just the women's authorship but their very
existence. Furthermore, most literary critics prior to our own era have been
unwilling to accept either the existence or the authorship of women writers.
Thus the task of defending writings by women has been made the more difficult
Women writers in the Middle Ages were subject to disapprobation from
several sides. Attempting to categorize public reproof, feminist critic Susan
Schibanoff singles out two types of audiences operating in this period: the
"primary," or professional audience; and the "secondary, " or lay audience.
The first group consisted of minstrels and scribes and the medieval equivalent of our editors and critics; they transmitted the "edited" texts to the
public. As the professional audience was primarily composed of men, it is
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probable that the male scribes modified texts or altered authorships to suit
their own preference. They may also have extracted from these texts just
what they considered to be palatable to the tastes of the lay audience.
Schibanoff, upon examining the fate of the literary production of Marie
de France, Christine de Pisan, Margery Kempe, and Julian of Norwich,
concludes that
these women were not merely the victims of
inadvert[e]nt errors unavoidable in the processes
of oral transmission, hand-copying, and early
printing, nor merely of deliberate but minor
textual changes. They were, in addition, subjected
to major re-writings which erased their identities
as women or changed them into men, ignored
their stated preferences, selened out their
positive views of women, and hid them safely
away from the eyes of secondary readers. 3
The old reluctance to accept female authorship on the part of the
medieval professional audience parallels the uneasiness that some modern
critics feel vis-a-vis texts written by women in that period. French historian
Georges Duby, for instance, when asked about the women writers of the
Middle Ages in France, could summon little enthusiasm: "Certes, ii ya Marie
de France. Je me demande ce qui se cache derriere ce nom ... Quant a
Helo"ise, tout donne a penser que ses lettres ont ete ecrites OU recrites par
un homme." 4 In another interview on the same subject, Duby expressed his
doubts on the very existence of Marie de France. Upon denying that trobairitz
(or women poets) lived and wrote love lyrics in twelfth- and thirteenthcentury France, he concluded, "Reste Marie de France. Peut-etre, un
murmure." 5
Besides implying that texts written by women were "really written or
rewritten by men," male critics troubled by female authorship ascribe to
women's texts qualities that are different from, and implicitly inferior to,
those accepted for male-authored works. Both accusations have also tainted
the lyrics written by two Italian women poets of the Middle Ages: La Nina
Siciliana and La Compiuta Donzella di Firenze.
In this study I shall analyze the extant poems by La Nina Siciliana
and La Compiuta Donzella di Firenze. We have neither details about
the lives of these two authors nor their real names. We know only that
they lived in the thirteenth century and that, deducing from fheir names,
La Nina lived in Sicily and La Compiuta in Florence.6 In analyzing their
verse, I shall let the texts "speak as lucidly and vitally as possible"' in their
own terms, as well as in reference to the tradition from which the women
writers drew.
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Critics have argued the authorship of these two writers' poems for
the last hundred years. Francesco Trucchi was the first scholar to attribute
a thirteenth-century sonnet to La Nina Siciliana, and Francesco De Sanctis
and other historians accepted such a conclusion. 8 A greater number of
scholars have concurred on La Compiuta's authorship of three other
sonnets of the same period. 9 Gianfranco Contini, in his introduction to
La Compiuta's poetry, supports her existence since both Mastro Torrigiano
and Guittone d'Arezzo wrote lyrics praising her poetic excellence. 10
Borgognoni, however, denies La Compiuta's existence solely on the grounds
that such an "unusual" writer would surely have left more details on
her life.11
La Compiuta's and La Nina's lyrics have become part of the Italian
literary heritage thanks to the favorable review of the nineteenth-century
critic De Sanctis. Yet "la perfetta semplicita" (the perfect simplicity) that De
Sanctis admires, especially in La Compiuta's poems, constitutes an ambiguous element for praise. 12 Male critics, especially those in the nineteenth
century and in the first decades of the twentieth, deemed these qualities as
feminine attributes of a literary work. Yet, as feminist critic Mary Ellmann
reminds us, "every feminine virtue implies a feminine vice." 1 3 In stating that
these poems are perfectly simple, De Sanctis implicitly suggests that they
lack the complexity and the firmness which he and most male critics considered essential features of a superior literary work and as characteristic
of men's texts.
Critics who deny the female authorship to La Nina's and La Compiuta's
poems have suggested that they may be literary exercises written by
various male poets posing as women. Poems written in a woman's voice,
by either men or women, belong to the literary tradition of the cantigas
d'amigo. These originated in Moslem Spain in the eleventh century and
readily spread to Portugal, France, and Germany. In these lyrics, the
female persona avows her love and her longing for the lover's physical presence with direct, warm appeal, without affectation or pretense.
Critics agree on the impossibility of differentiating at times between
a male and a female author of these early European poems. However,
Peter Dronke affirms that from the twelfth century on, women writers have
not only "taken the poetic language and conventions of aristocratic and
masculine love-lyric as their point of departure, but fused them with that
more direct and more overtly physical language of the passions which
characterises the oldest surviving winileodas [cantigas d'amigo]." 1•
The synthesis described by Dronke is characteristic of lyrics by the
trobairitz, a group of about twenty women poets who lived and wrote
at the same time as the troubadours in Southern France. As the poems
by these women writers are included in several Italian manuscripts,
it is possible that La Nina and La Compiuta would have read some
of these poems. 15 In their own poetry, La Nina and La Compiuta blend
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the refined formality of the Italian sonnet and the conventional language
of the Occitan canson with the more candid and direct tone of the cantigas
d'amigo.
The world of the Occitan lyric exerted a great influ~nce on Italy's
incipient literature. The Provern;al poets bequeathed their poetic genres,
a refined language, and an original ideology of love to their Italian counterparts. Because of the frequent marriages and travels between the nobility
of France and the nobility of Italy, both Occitan philosophy of Jin'amors
and courtoisie and the refined Occitan language had infiltrated the Northern
and Southern Italian courts. After the Albigensian Crusade and the
decline of Occitan literary prominence, many troubadours found refuge
in the Italian courts, where they often settled for the rest of their lives.
Some Italian trovatori, such as Sordello, undertook their poetic careers
in Provern;;al. Until the second half of the thirteenth century, when the
Italian vernacular gained a certain independence, the poetry of Provence
remained for Italian writers synonymous with the highest linguistic
achievement.
Although critics recognize the influence that the troubadours exerted
on writers in Italy, Germany, and Spain, the extent to which the Proveni;al women poets shaped the work of other female writers in Europe
is still unresolved. --Some critics concur that female writers have indeed
read each other's works and influenced each other's writings throughout the centuries. They affirm that these women have thus kept alive
a tenuous tradition different and apart from the mainstream literary
practice of male writ~rs. In the introduction to her study of the female
literary tradition in the English novel since 1800, Showalter explains
that "women themselves have constituted a subculture within the framework of a larger society, and have been unified by values, conventions,
experiences, and behaviors impinging on each individual." 16 Ellen Moers
adds that "women studied with a special closeness the works written
by their own sex." 17 Although we cannot yet prove the existence of a
well-developed female literature in the Middle Ages, we ought not to
discard the possibility. As Schibanoff comments,
Research has begun on medieval women as
professional readers-patrons, bibliophiles,
scribes, etc.-and it too will undoubtedly re-form
our current conception of this aspect of literature.
And it has just begun to occur to us that there
may be cross-currents and patterns of influence
among early women writers; as more of their
works become available, we may be able to rejoin
the severed links. 18
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The results of more exhaustive research on women writers' influence could
provide the vital links of the kind Schibanoff speculates.
An examination of the extant work of La Nina and La Compiuta seems
to prove that the influence of the trobairitz on the early Italian women writers
is significant. La Nina's only extant poem is part of a tenzon, the Italian
version of the Occitan tenson, which consists of an exchange of lyrics
between two poets on a particular subject. La Nina's poem is usually accompanied by a sonnet written by a fellow poet in response to her complaint. 19
The following is La Nina's poem:
Tapina ahime, ch'amava uno sparvero:
amaval tanto ch'io me ne moria;
a lo richiamo ben m'era manero,
e dunque troppo pascer nol dovia.
Or e montato e salito s1 altero,
as[s]ai piu alto che far non solia,
ed e asiso dentro uno verzero:
un'altra donna lo tene in balia.
lsparvero mio, ch'io t'avea nodrito,
sonaglio d'oro ti facea portare
perche dell'uc[c]ellar fosse piu ardito:
or se' salito s1 come lo mare,
ed ha' rotti Ii geti e se' fug[g]ito,
quando eri fermo nel tuo uc[c]ellare.
(Contini, 1:442)
Wretched me, who loved a sparrow-hawk:
I loved him so much that I was dying because of it;
he was very docile to my calls,
and therefore I did not need to feed him too
much.
Now he has flown and risen so high
so much higher than he ever used to,
and is seated inside an orchard:
another woman holds him in her thrall.
Oh my sparrow-hawk, you whom I fed,
you whom I made wear golden bells
to make you bolder in your hunt:
now you have risen as high as the sea,
and you have broken the bonds and have fled,
you who used to be firm in your hunt. 20
La Nina's lyric shows a striking example of linguistic assimilation from a
poem by the trobairitz Alamanda. Both La Nina and Alamanda employ the
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word "tame" or "docile" as one of the key words of their poems. The
Provern;al poet uses the adjective maineira in a tenson between herself and
the troubadour Guiraut de Bonelh.21 Directing the adjective to Guiraut's
angry lady, Alamanda chides her for not behaving as yet "tame" enough to
make peace with her lover. In La Nina's poem, the same adjective expresses
the regret for a past situation in which the lover showed docility and
tameness.
La Nina's view of love as expressed in this poem resembles the general
attitude manifest in the trobairitz lyrics. Her pessimistic appraisal of love contrasts with the troubadours' premise that fin'amors, or pure love, should
represent the only-true-and-lasting type of amorous relationship between men
and women a nd that the man should be the only active partner in such a
relationship. La Nina's more cynical judgment concurs with that of Castelloza,
one of the most outspoken trobairitz. The Provern;al poet presents different
interpretations on this theme in the three songs which have survived of her
oeuvre. 22 Both writers present in their lyrics a female persona who is forsaken by an arrogant, deceitful lover, usually in favor of a rival of a higher
social status. Similarly, their female persona shows surprise and anguish at
the lover's cruelty, while she affirms repeatedly her good faith, loyalty, and
love. Unlike the traditional idealization of love relationships by the
troubadours and the Italian male poets, La Nina and Castelloza probe into
the ambiguous and complex realities oflove and boldly present the woman's
perspective.
In comparing the male lover to a bird of prey and specifically to the hawk,
La Nina strikes a unique chord in Italian courtly lyrics.23 Other poets of the
period, such as Stefano Protonotario da Messina of the Sicilian School, and
the Tuscan Chiaro Davanzati, freely made references to animals in their
poetry.2 • But these earlier Italian writers and the troubadours usually
turned to the deer, the bear, or the beaver in such comparisons. Among the
birds, only the mythical phoenix appeared with regularity.
The earlier tameness of the hawk in La Nina's verse recalls the docility
assumed by thefin 'amant towards his lady in the relationship ofjin'amors. This
subdued state, however, proves deceitful because the hawk, true to its real
nature, ultimately victimizes its owner. Not satisfied with one prey, he turns
to another, in search of ever greater vindication. The male courtly lover is
equally self-serving. His own moral and sentimental growth is paramount,
at times at the expense of the woman he claims to love and obey.
In La Nina's poem the woman cries out against the ambivalence of her
position in such a love relationship. On the one hand, the lady lover must
show herself cold and proud in order to encourage her beloved always to
better himself; yet, by doing this, she risks being forsaken because she does
not grant him enough sexual concessions. On the other hand, she risks
losing his respect and love if she chooses to show herself as a creature of
flesh and blood who loves him physically.
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The sonnet's final message is quite explicit: man's love cannot last
long if it is not nourished by sexual contact. The choice of the sparviero
as embodiment of the male lover clearly suggests the sexually aggressive nature of the lover as perceived by the poetic "I." The repeated
use of the verb uccellare, a popular and crude term to suggest sexual
intercourse, however, raises questions on the true motives behind the
female persona's expressions of jealousy. When first used, this verb describes
a situation controlled by the female lover, in which the sparviero is encouraged
to uccellare by his mistress. 2 5 Such encouragement suggests a sexual relationship accepted by, and pleasurable to, both partners. When the verb
is repeated in the significant position of last word of the poem, it expresses
the regret for the past relationship while accentuating a present situation
which is out of the woman's control. The male lover's overindulgence
in sexual pleasure makes him guilty vis-a-vis his beloved of demezura,
or the tendency to exceed the limits of propriety. Rather than chastising
the man for having infringed this rule of the code offin'amors, the female
lover punishes him for having escaped from her power. When viewed
in these terms, the sonnet reveals a conflictual level determined by sexual politics. The text then raises the issue-of particular concern to
feminist critics-of the close connection between pleasure and power,
sexual desire and violence.
The erotic imagery of the poem continues in the presentation of the
"verzero" (orchard), the new residence of the faithless bird. In sexual terms,
the orchard, the traditional literary locus amoenus, translates into the body
of the rival woman. The high location of the "verzero" suggests that the new
lover belongs to a social class superior to that of the persona herself. Behind
its stylized and symbolic language, this sonnet hides a drama of love, betrayal,
and power recounted from a woman's point of view. ·
The female poet's hand is evident in other thematic and stylistic traits
of the sonnet. The terms "pascere" (to feed) and "nodrito" (fed), although
used in an erotic sense, beiong more to a woman's "domestic" terminology
than to a man 's "public" vocabulary. Furthermore, the author uses a
traditional feminine image when she compares the ascending flight of
the bird to the swelling of the sea. Finally, the circular structure of the
sonnet emphasizes the woman's immobility as opposed to the man's
soaring. The initial and final representations of the woman and the
man frozen in their past love relationship enclose the image of the manbird freeing himself from that stagnant situation and leaving the woman
regretting the past.
Although writing in the more ethereal literary atmosphere of the dolce
stil novo, La Compiuta Donzella di Firenze presents stylistic tra its and a
critical view of man's behavior analogous to that of La Nina and the trobairitz.
In her poems the Florentine poet addresses a father's cruelty rather than
a lover's unfaithfulness:
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A la stagion che 'I mondo foglia e fiora
acresce gioia a tu[t]ti fin' amanti:
vanno insieme a Ii giardini alora
che gli auscelletti fanno dolzi canti;
la franca gente tutta s'inamora,
e di .servir ciascun trag[g]es' inanti,
ed ogni damigella in gioia dimora;
e me, n'abondan mar[r]imenti e pianti.
Ca lo mio padre m'ha messa 'n er[r]ore,
e tenemi sovente in forte doglia:
donar mi vole a mia forza segnore,
ed io di cio non ho disio ne voglia,
e 'n gran tormento vivo a tutte· !'ore;
pero non mi ralegra fior ne foglia.
(Contini, 1:434)
In the season when the world shows leaves and
flowers
the joy increases in all courtly lovers:
together they go to parks and gardens when
the birds sing sweet songs;
all noble people fall in love,
and offer themselves to love's service,
and every damsel lives in joy;
but for me sorr0Ws and tears abound.
Because my father has placed me in sorrow,
and keeps me often in deep sadness:
he wants to give me a lord against my will,
and thereof I have no wish nor want,
and in great torment I live every hour;
neither flower nor leaf gives me pleasure.
In this sonnet La Compiuta depicts spring as the background to a drama
of intense feelings. Similarly, the troubadours and the early Italian poets
present various images of cosmic rebirth and love, mating, and fertility in
many of their poems. These descriptions serve to introduce either a parallel
situation drawn between the season's beauty and the poet's emotions or a
contrasting scene drawn between spring's glory and the poet's despair. The
trobairitz, on the other hand, do not exploit the topos of spring to the extent
of their male counterparts. In order to convey the female persona's
rejection and despair-main themes of their verse-these women poets
prefer to exploit images of winter. In one of her lyrics, Azalais de Porcairages
names ice, snow, and mud as the main elements of a wintry scene, and she
evokes the silence of birds and the absence of leaf and bud as an implicit
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contrast with the happier season of spring. 26 In her lyric, La Compiuta
mentions the same natural elements of leaf, flower, and birds, although she
places them in the positive light of universal rebirth and harmony. In
reiterating the initial image of "foglia e fiore" in the last line of the sonnet,
the poet provides a circular framework to the lyric, while the negations that
accompany it accentuate the tone of gloom and despair of the poem's ending.
Though opposite, La Compiuta's and Azalais's descriptions of nature echo
each other by introducing similar details and evoking a comparable tone.
Both poets want to accentuate the despair of the female persona: one by
comparing her heart to a desolate, icy scene, and the other by contrasting
her feelings to the beauty of spring. For the trobairitz "e.I aucellet es tan mut";
for the Italian poet "gli auscelletti fanno dolzi canti." To Azalais's negative
statement "que flors ni foilla noi nais," La Compiuta affirms that "foglia
e fiora acresce." One sees the world as bleak and cold as her heart; the
other describes a joyful world only to deepen her sadness. The former notices
the absence of pleasant surroundings to underscore her want of happiness;
the latter remarks on the cheerful signs of spring as they contrast with her
intimate feelings. Azalais's persona cries out "Tant ai lo cors deseubut .. . "; 27
La Compiuta's young woman laments "e me, n 'abondan mar[r]imenti
e pianti." The two writers mourn a similar situation of powerlessness
and despair, though for different reasons: Azalais's lady complains against
a faithless lover and public disapproval of her conduct; La Compiuta's
young lady berates her father's decision to marry her against her will. Each
denounces the source of her unhappiness. Azalais accuses, "d'Aurenga me
moc l'esglais"; 28 and La Compiuta states, "Ca Io mio padre m'ha messa
in er[r]ore."
In relating her father's wish that she marry against her will, the speaker
of La Compiuta's poem reveals the situation of absolute helplessness and
impotence of the unmarried woman of that time. We do know that marriages
were then arranged by the parents based on economic, political, and social
considerations, rather than the young people's preferences and choices.
La Compiuta's poem is an example of one victim's likely reaction to
this custom.
A theme analogous to the one presented in the first sonnet appears in
another lyric by La Compiuta:
Lasciar vor[r]ia lo mondo e Dio servire
e dipartirmi d'ogne vanitate,
pero che veg[g]io crescere e salire
mat[t]ezza e villania e falsitate,
ed ancor senno e cortesia morire
e lo fin pregio e tutta la bontate:
ond'io marito non vor[r]ia ne sire,
ne stare al mondo, per mia volontate.
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Membrandomi c'ogn'om di mal s'adorna,
di ciaschedun son forte disdegnosa,
e verso Dio la mia persona torna.
Lo padre mio mi fa stare pensosa,
ca di servire a Cristo mi distorna:
non saccio a cui mi vol dar per isposa.
(Contini, 1:435)
I wish to quit the world and serve God
and depart from all vanities:
because I see folly, iniquity,
and falsehood grow and rise,
and reason and courtesy die,
and the courtly virtues and all goodness:
therefore I do not wish husband or sire,
nor to remain in this world, willingly.
Remembering how all men adorn themselves
in evil,
I am spiteful of each and every one of them,
and I turn my person towards God.
My father makes me sad,
since he tries to turn me from serving Christ;
I do not know to whom he wants to give me
as a bride.
La Compiuta reveals in the two sonnets a comparable tone of refusal and
rebellion against man's world; yet the speaker in the second lyric expresses
both a deeper pessimism towards humanity and an attempt to regain
control over her life in the only way left to her: leaving the world of men
to become a nun. 29 At that time the convent was the only "career" left to
the upper-class woman who could not or would not get married. As Angela
Lucas writes, "The very uselessness of a noble lady for any occupation other
than marriage and motherhood made the convent a significant outlet for the
unwanted and unmarriageable daughters of upper-class families." 3 0
The young woman's desire to leave the world derives from a deep
conviction that the world of men has become a place of ugliness and corruption. Nothing and no one can be spared from the spreading evil, and
she rejects every man as a possible contaminator. Although such scorn for
mundane matters could be ascribed to the young lady's adherence to ascetism
and to deep feelings of contemptus mundi, the speaker's refusal of a world in
which reason and especially cortesia are absent reflects a view close to that
of the Occitan poets. The courtoisie in the broadest sense of the word meant
a way of life in which courtly people displayed superior moral and intellectual qualities which distinguished them from all others. The woman in this
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sonnet believes that "lo fin pregio e tutta la bontade" (pure virtues and all
goodness) are currently absent from the world and that the only way to
safeguard these precious qualities is to avoid human contact.
Women's frustration at their inability to choose a place for themselves
in society and at their being forced to acquiesce to the will of men reflects
the woman writer's position vis-a-vis the literary tradition. Since the beginning ofliterature, women writers have been "the thieves oflanguage," meaning of men's language. 31 They have, in fact, exploited literary forms, images,
and vocabulary that male writers have invented or used first. An attentive
analysis of women's texts, however, uncovers subtle deviations from maleauthored paradigms, deviations that result in some instances of outright
undermining of masculine models. Feminist critics have interpreted the
literary interplay between imitation and deviation generated by sexual difference as a metaphor of a feminist theory of textuality or as a "translation"
of the relationship between body and discourse. To this effect Jane Gallop
argues that "not only is literature at the heart of sexual difference, but
sexual difference is at the heart of literature as the absent original to which
the translation must refer." 3 2
The two poets considered here, for example, benefit from poetic forms
and vocabulary already used by preceding or contemporary male poets. Yet
such imitation is never unrestricted. As earlier remarked, La Nina's
presentation of the image of the sparviero as a symbol of the male lover is
original and rich in suggestiveness. The circular rather than linear development of La Nina's and La Compiuta's lyrics corresponds to a form generally
accepted as more characteristic of female than of male writers. La Compiuta's
portrayal of the young woman's emotional separateness from the world into
which her father wants to force her presents another atypical and allusive
situation. Her persona's feelings of anguish, clearly depicted in the first
sonnet, impel her to reject such imposition and choose the convent as
suggested in the second sonnet.
Similarly, the refusal and rejection of man-made values force the woman
writer to search for different ways of expressing herself. As the contemporary
French writer Marguerite Duras said about women writers in an interview,
"We don't write at all in the same place as men. And when women don't
write in the place of their desire, they don't write, they are plagiarizing." 33
Before finding "the place of their desire," women must pass through the
phase of imitation of men's paradigms. Showalter expounds this chronological necessity as she defines the female tradition as a literary subculture.
In her study, she analyzes the process which leads women writers from a
"feminine" to a "female" phase after traversing a "feminist" stage. She
identifies a prolonged initial phase of "imitation of the prevailing modes
of the dominant tradition and internalization of its standards of art and its
views on social roles," followed by a subsequent phase of "protest against
these standards and values." She describes the next and final stage as one
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"of self-discovery" or "a search for identity," 34 which succeeds in detaching the
subculture from the dominant tradition.
While this theory may prove acceptable and logical for the literary period
after 1400, earlier poetry displays a curious combination of all these phases.
This is due to men's and women's positions vis-a-vis literature and to the
different social structures which regulated women's and men's relationships.
In the Middle Ages the division between domestic and public domains for
women and men was not yet prescribed, while women's contribution to the
development of the cantigas d 'amigo or the Provenc;al cansones was part of the
common European literary tradition. The political and social scene of
thirteenth-century Italy, however, shows the beginning of that "contraction
of social and personal options" for women, which, according to feminist
historian Joan Kelly-Gadol, led to the deterioration of Western woman's
power and influence at all levels during and after the Italian Renaissance. 35
In the poems analyzed in this study, we can detect a tense interplay
between directness and restraint, overtness and concealment, protest and
search for identity. La Nina's complaint over a broken relationship and
La Compiuta's rejection of forced love and marriage question the masculine
view and interpretation of love. The usually silent domna is the speaker of
these poems. She laments the lover's betrayal or her father's cruelty and she
refuses any forced relationship to a man. La Nina condemns the ideology
of courtly love as her speaker recognizes the failure of keeping her lover
through the behavior dictated by fin'amors; La Compiuta's young lady refuses
to become a victim in the name of love.
The two poets studied here show a close association to the Provenc;al
trobairitz in tone, vocabulary, and motifs. The possibility of crosscurrents has
been suggested; further studies are necessary to clarify both the relationship
and the degree of influence. The outcome of such analysis will help us
acquire a clearer and fuller view of the poetic world of the Middle Ages as
shaped by both male and female writers. ,

NOTES

1. Ellen Moers, Literary Women (New York: Doubleday, 1976), xiii.
2, Elaine Showalter, A Literature of Their Oum (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1977), 8.
3. Susan Schibanoff, "Early Women Writers: Inscribing, or, Reading the Fine Print,"
Women 's Studies International Forum 6 (1983): 482.
4. "To be sure there is Marie de France, I wonder who is hiding behind that name,
And as for Heloise, everything would indicate that her letters were written or
rewritten by a man." (The translation is mine.) Interview with Le nouvel observateur,
28 August/ 3 September 1982, cited in Peter Dronke, Women Writers of the Middle Ages
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 281 n . 3.
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5. "We are left with Marie de France. Maybe, a whisper." Interview with Le nouvel
observateur, 15 April 1983, 96.
6. The name "La Nina Siciliana" gives us the first name and the place of origin,
while the name "La Compiuta Donzella di Firenze" translates into "the accom•
plished young lady of Florence."
7. This is Dronke's intent as he presents European women's literary texts from
1203 to 1310 in Women Writers of the Middle Ages, ix.
8. Francesco Trucchi, comp., Poesie italiane di dugento autori dalt 'origine delta
lingua infino al secolo decimosettimo (Prato: R. Guati, 1846-1847), 1:53-54, as cited in
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